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Use this brief, time-saving bipolar test to help you determine if you may need to see a mental health professional for diagnosis and treatment of bipolar disorder. Symptoms of bipolar disorder include switching between stages with feelings of mania and feelings of depression over time. Bipolar disorder is usually treated with drugs and psychotherapy. This is the only screening test;
Only a licensed mental health professional or physician can make a reliable, accurate diagnosis of this condition. Instructions: The following items mention how you have felt and behaved over most part of your life. If you've usually been the only way, and have changed recently, your reactions should reflect how you've usually been. For the results of this quiz to be the most
accurate, you must be 18 or older and have at least one episode of depression. Symptoms of bipolar disorder are characterized by cycles between depression and mania. A person with this disorder has experienced at least one episode of depression and has also experienced at least one episode of mania or hypomania. Featuring a manic episode, for more than a week at a time,
the feelings of: hyperactivity, irritability (especially in young people), racing ideas, the need for a little sleep, and an overall sense of happiness and the ability to accomplish anything, immediately. A hypomanic episode is characterized by similar symptoms, but they only need to exist for four (4) or more days. A depressive episode that is similar to the diagnosis for experienced and
clinical depression, and characterized by loneliness or lack of sadness, energy or interest in things, and a lack of happiness in things that usually bring happiness or happiness to a person. There's often an overwhelming sense of despair during a depressive episode. Cycles of depression can be fast or slow; Some people can cycle between episodes within days, while others may
even be among the different episodes in weeks or months. Learn more: Symptoms of bipolar disorder Learn more-the causes of bipolar disorder are treated with bipolar disorder bipolar disorder, usually treated with a combination of medicine and psychotherapy. The drug is used to maintain a more consistent mood for a person with this condition, keeping future manic or
hypomanic episodes at bay. Treatment for depressive episodes becomes more complicated. Most people with this disorder typically find an individual drug regimen that works for them, one that often needs to be maintained through a person's lifetime (much like a person with diabetes takes insulin throughout their life). Learn more: Treating bipolar disorder is a chronic concern for
most people living with bipolar disorder. Therefore, learning the best ways to cope and maintain your lifestyle can be helpful for people with this disorder. We have compiled an amazing list of resources and tips on how to live successfully with bipolar disorder, at every stage of a life. MORE: Bipolar Disorder Copyright 1993 Living with Evan Goldberg. All rights reserved. Adopted
from the printed version of the Goldberg Bipolar Screening Inventory for electronic distribution. for personal use only; Other use may be prohibited by law. Used here with permission. Reference American Psychiatric Association . (2013) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th Aid.). Washington, DC: Author. Caponigro, JM & Lee, EH (2012). Bipolar Disorder: A
Guide to Newly Diagnosed . New precursor. Fink, C & Crynac, J.(2015). Bipolar disorder for dummy. For dummy, New York. Miquelowitz, DJ and Gitlin, MJ (2015). Physician's guide to bipolar disorder. Gilford Press. National Institute of Mental Health. (2019) Bipolar disorder. Was brought back from on 22nd May, 2020. This test is based on bipolar screening questionnaires created
by Dr. Evan Goldberg. If you feel that you may suffer from bipolar disorder or any other mental health condition, PsyCom strongly recommends that you get help from the doctor to get proper diagnosis and support. The Goldberg Test Goldberg tests used to assess mental health can refer to any of the various psychiatric tests used to assess mental health in general or as a
screening tool for specific mental disorders such as depression or bipolar disorder. Goldberg, after which some psychiatric tests are named, may be one of two psychiatrists who shared the same last name: Evan Goldberg, an American psychiatrist, and Sir David Goldberg, a British psychiatrist. Psychiatric screening tests generally do not substitute receiving help from
professionals. The test developed by Evan's Goldberg Goldberg Depression Test is an 18-question screening tool for depression. [1] [2] [3] [4] Goldberg Mania is an 18-question screening test for scale mania. [1] [5] The tests developed by the Sir David Goldberg General Health Questionnaire [6] (GHQ) were developed in its initial format in 1972 as a 60-question test (GHQ-60),
with a four-point scale for each question. It is used to measure the risk of developing psychiatric disorders. Other forms of GHQ are: GHQ-30, GHQ-28 and GHQ-12. [7] Together with Simpson, he developed the Personal Health Questionnaire (PHQ) in 1995. This is a 10-question screening instrument for depression. It should also not be confused with the 9-question patient health
questionnaire (PHQ-9) developed by Spitzer to quantter the risk for depression. [7] The personal health questionnaire is sometimes abbreviated as PHQ-G to distinguish it from PHQ-9. [8] Reference ^ a b Goldberg, Ivan K. (1993). Questions and Answers about Depression and Its Treatment: Consulting with a Leading Psychiatrist. Charles Press. ISBN 9780914783688. ^ Liselot
Holm, per Beech, Jorgen; Holm, Jorgen; Holm, Lisselott; Bech, per (2001). Monitoring improvements in anti-depressants during treatment using a patient-rated depression scale practice. A verification study on the Goldberg depression scale. Scandinavian Journal of Primary Health Care. 19 (4): 263–266. Doi:10.1080/02813430152706819. PMID 11822653.CS1 main: Many
names: list of authors (link) ^ Artisan, M. Linda; LaCharity, Linda A.; Kruchko, Susan L. (2013-12-27). Understanding Pharmacology - E-Book: Essential for Drug Safety. Elsevier Health Sciences. ISBN 9780323294201. ^ Depression Screening Quiz: Goldberg Depression Questionnaire . CounsellingResource.com: Psychology, Medical and Mental Health Resources. 2017-10-21
received. ^ Mania Screening Quiz: Goldberg Mania Questionnaire . CounsellingResource.com: Psychology, Medical and Mental Health Resources. 2017-10-21 received. ^ Hasanpore, Shireen; Bani, Sohaila; mirghforvand, mojagan; Yahyai Kochasarei, Fatemeh (2014-02-27). Mental health and your personal and social predictors in women. Journal of Caring Sciences. 3 (1): 37–
45. DOI:10.5681/jcs.2014.005. ISSN 2251-9920. PMC 4134165. PMID 25276747. ^ a b tsuang, ming t; Tohen, Mauricio (2003-04-14). Textbook in Psychiatric Epidemiology. John Ville & Sons. ISBN 9780471461210. ^ Markkula, Nina (June 3, 2016). Prevalence of depressive disorders in the general population, predictors and prognosis. : A longitudinal population study (doctoral
dissertation). Retrieved on 21st October 2017. Identify the signs and symptoms associated with bipolar disorder with this early 12-question self-examination by Dr. Ivan K. Goldberg, received from . Designed to screen for the possibility of a bipolar spectrum disorder in individuals aged 18 or older, the test assumes that you have already had at least one episode of depression. Skip
to complete this psychological screening test See below for an important note on the flaws in this test. Also see our new tri-axial bipolar spectrum screening quiz (TAB): Test for bipolar, designed to cover additional factors not included in this questionnaire. To take the questionnaire, please click on the radio button next to the selection which best shows how each statement applies
to you. The item mentions how you've felt and behaved over much of your life. If you've usually felt the same way, and changed recently, your reactions should reflect how you've usually felt. Quiz Please note: This test will only be scored correctly if you answer every single question. Please also check our disclaimer on psychological testing and our psychological testing privacy
guarantee. Try online counseling: Personally get matched about scoring this psychological questionnaire: 0 points not all 1 points but just a little 2 points somewhat 3 points Modest 4 points quite a lot 5 points Very broadly speaking, high score, high probability of a bipolar spectrum disorder, as major Depression resisted. When your quiz run is created, one of 3 different information
pages will appear Describe the results for the score in your range. Remember, this quiz assumes that you have already experienced a depressive episode. Screening test scoring ranges: 0-15 major/unipolar depression 16-24 a disorder in major depression or bipolar spectrum 25 or above, Bipolar Spectrum Import Alert: Flaws in Goldberg bipolar testing While Goldberg's bipolar
spectrum screening questionnaire is one of the most popular on the web — having been around in one form or another since the 1990s — it's the most deeply tested alone from faulty accounts as a stand-off. why? The Goldberg trial is deeply flawed for two reasons: the notion of a previous depressive episode at the hands of a psychiatrist who has already taken a detailed clinical
history directly, the fact that a screening tool that makes assumptions about clinical history is not a problem. In fact, though, most people aren't sitting with a psychiatrist taking a screening quiz on the Internet, don't know whether they've previously experienced an episode which has been diagnosed by a psychiatrist as having been a depressive episode, and will take tests anyway!
Failure to investigate the reduction of factors that disrupt the diagnosis of bipolar disorder is completely wrong, only to link the presence of the high number of symptoms described in this quiz to the diagnosis of bipolar disorder. The diagnosis of bipolar disorder can be completely preceded by certain factors that do not ask about this test. Despite its deep flaws, the Goldberg test
remains popular, and we include it here in this section to perfection. Go ahead, let it be dizzy-just beware of your limitations. For a more modern alternative, you can also try the three-axial bipolar spectrum screening quiz (tab): Test for Bipolar. Additional information The Goldberg Bipolar Spectrum Screening Questionnaire was developed by Md. Dr. Evan Goldberg. Bipolar
Disorder Screening In This Section All clinical content on this site is peer reviewed by one or more clinical psychologists or other qualified mental health professionals. This specific article was originally published by consultancies research staff on April 25, 2011 and was last reviewed or updated by managing editor Dr Greg Mulhauser on December 20, 2014.
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